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Always unplug this sewing machine from the electrical outlet immediately after using and before
cleaning. IMPORTANT If the available socket outlet is not suitable for the plug supplied with this
equipment, it should be cut off and an appropriate three pin plug fitted. SNAPON TYPE Turn power
switch to “O”. 1. Raise the needle to its highest position by turning the balance wheel toward you
counterclockwise, then raise the presser foot lever. 2. To change your machine to the freearm style,
lift up on the extension table and pull it out. See fig. A. 1 Lift the bottom of the extension table up
toward you. 2 Pull the extension table out to remove it. The numbers above the knob represent the
stitch length in millimeters mm. The larger numbers set a longer stitch length. When the knob is set
to 0, the fabric is not fed. This setting is used for sewing on a button. The numbers above the knob
represent the stitch width in millimeters mm. The larger numbers set a wider stitch width. When the
knob is set at 0, a straight stitch is sewn. 1 Stitch width knob NOTE 1. When you sew close to the
edge of the fabric, select L or R so the fabric is fed more easily. With your right hand, turn the
balance wheel toward you counterclockwise until the needle moves down and back up again to its
highest posi tion. You can use the same color or two different colors of thread for decorative
stitches. Be sure that the two upper threads used for threading the twin needle have the same
weight. Puede usar el mismo color de hilo o dos hilos de colores distintos para puntadas decorativas.
It may need to be adjusted when you change fabric or thread type. NOTE It is recommended that a
test sample be made on a fabric scrap before sewing on your project. The basic thread tension
setting is “5”. For most sewing applications, no adjustment is needed. When sewing with thin thread
on thin fabrics, the thread tension may not be adjusted adequately with the upper tension control
dial.http://www.creativecakelady.com/admin/fckeditor/editor/filemanager/browser/default/d-link-rout
er-manual-pdf.xml

brother ls 1717 instruction manual, brother ls 1717 instruction manual, brother ls
1217 instruction manual.

There fore, the thread tension must be adjusted according to the procedure described below. If the
needle ends in the up position turn the balance wheel toward you counterclockwise until the needle
enters the fabric. For sewing thick fabric The fabric does not feed smoothly when the presser foot is
slanted as shown in the illustration. If you pull the fabric, the needle may either bend or break.
However, when sewing on special fabrics, such as tricot, crepes, knits, etc., we recommend that you
support the fabric both in front and in back of the presser foot with a little tension as shown in fig.
STITCH WIDTH See the table on the next page. NEEDLE POSITION M, L, R PRESSER FOOT Zigzag
NEEDLE Single or Twin Various decorative stitches can be obtained by sewing with the Satin Stitch
according to the instructions on the following page. STITCH WIDTH See the instructions below.
NEEDLE POSITION R right position PRESSER FOOT Zigzag NEEDLE Single Making a buttonhole
NOTE 1. It is recommended to practice making a buttonhole on a scrap piece of fabric before
attempting it on your project. NEEDLE POSITION L or R PRESSER FOOT Zigzag NEEDLE Single
OTHEr Darning Plate 1. Set the darning plate on the needle plate over the feed dogs as shown in the
illustration and press down into place. When sewing the right side of the zipper, loosen the zipper
foot screw and slide the zipper foot to the left. NOTE A decorative touch can be added by using the
Satin Stitch or a Decora tive Stitch to attach the lace. Place the edge of the fabric under the presser
foot so the needle enters the fabric when the left side of the zigzag stitch is sewn and misses the
edge of the fabric with the right side of the stitch. NEEDLE POSITION PRESSER FOOT Zigzag
NEEDLE Single 1. Set the stitch width knob so the needle will just clear both sides of the cording. 2.
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Place the cord on the fabric in the position where it will be sewn.
3.http://www.ecoun-fukui.com/admin/fckeditor/editor/d-link-switch-manual.xml

STITCH WIDTH NEEDLE POSITION PRESSER FOOT None NEEDLE Single OTHERS Darning plate
Preparing for monogramming and embroidering 1. Place the darning plate on the needle plate. 2.
Draw the lettering for monogramming or design for embroider ing on the surface of the fabric with
delible ink or tailor’s chalk. If the problem continues, the following checklist may help you to
improve the operation. If you still have difficulties, contact your nearest service center. Page 23
Damaged or Worn needle is used. Page 6 Thread is tangled. Page 16 Feed dogs are lowered. Si el
problema persiste, el siguiente listado puede ayudarle.It may become necessary to reship the sewing
machine. Improper packing or improper packing fabric could result in damage during shipping.
Instructions for repacking the machine are illustrated. IMPORTANT This packing fabric is designed
to prevent damage in transit. Adjustment 1. Loosen setscrews of the driver shaft gear 2. Adjust the
clearance of the driver shaft 3. When the needle is lowered, it should not be too close to either the
left or right edge of the needle plate hole. Adjustment 1. Set the stitch width knob to 5, then lower
the needle to its lowest position at the left side of the needle plate. Adjustment 1. Adjustment 1.
Loosen the setscrews on the motor holder 2. Move the motor to make adjustment. 3. Retighten the
setscrews 9 . Adjustment 1. Loosen the setscrew on the vertical feed arm 2. Loosen the fixation
screw of the eccentric nut 3. Adjustment 1. Loosen the setscrew on the reverse sewing regulator
shaft 2. Turn the reverse sewing regulator shaft left or right to make adjustment. Adjustment 1.
Loosen the set screw of the pretension slightly. 2. Shift the pretension up or down until even
winding is achieved. 3. Please choose a different delivery location.Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. We don’t share your credit card details with
thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others.

Please try again.Please try again.This is NOT an original as originals are out of print, but we use the
best scans available. Plastic Comb Bound with clear plastic on front and back covers to help protect
manual. All manuals are in public domain or printed with permission. Then you can start reading
Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer no Kindle device required. Register a free
business account If you are a seller for this product, would you like to suggest updates through
seller support Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead
of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether
the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. We
know from our users’ experience that most of people do not really attach importance to these
manuals. Many instructions, immediately after the purchase, go into the trash along with the box,
which is a mistake. Get acquainted with the information concerning the manual for Brother LS1717,
which will help you to avoid troubles in the future. You will then acquire basic knowledge to
maintain Brother LS1717 in good operating condition to make it easily reach the intended life cycle.
Then you can put away the manual on a shelf and use it again only in a situation where youre not
sure whether you perform maintenance of the product appropriately. Proper maintenance is a
necessary part of your satisfaction from Brother LS1717. Once a year, clean the closet where you
keep all your devices manuals and throw out the ones that you dont use. This will help you maintain
order in your home base of manuals. Puede usar el mismo color de hilo o dos hilos de colores
distintos para puntadas decorativas. For most sewing applications, no adjustment is needed. STITCH
WIDTH See the table on the next page. STITCH WIDTH See the instructions below. Ancho de
puntada Veanse las instrucciones a continuacion.

Posicion de la aguja R a la derecha Prensatelas Zigzag Aguja Simple P ara coser un ojal NO T A 1. P
aso A Remate delantero 1. Ajuste la posicion de la aguja en L, el ancho de puntada en 5 y el largo de
puntada en 0. 2. Baje el prensatelas y cosa 3 o 4 puntadas. 3. Pare la maquina cuando la aguja este
picada en el tejido a la izquierda de las puntadas posicion A . Si le probleme persiste, la liste de
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verifications suivante permettra dameliorer le fonctionnement de la machine. It may become
necessary to reship the sewing machine.Why is it worth reading If something bad happens while
using a Brother LS1717, you will have a set of documents that are required to obtain warranty
repairs. It is in this part of the manual that you will also find information about the authorized
service points of Brother LS1717 as well as how you can properly maintain the device by yourself so
as not to lose the warranty for the product. Use the instructions of the Brother LS1717 manufacturer
to run the product properly, without unnecessary risk of damage to the equipment. You will also be
able to find out what optional parts or accessories to Brother LS1717 you will be able to find and buy
to your device. This is a very useful part of the manual which will save you a lot of time related to
finding a solution. 90% of the problems with a Brother LS1717 are common to many users. Read to
optimally use the Brother LS1717 and not to consume more power than is necessary for the proper
operation of the product. You will learn what additional features can help you use the product
Brother LS1717 in a comfortable way and what functions of your device are the best to perform
specific tasks. It is good to get acquainted with it to avoid disappointments resulting from a shorter
exploitation time of the product Brother LS1717 than expected. However, if you cannot be convinced
to collect manuals at your home, our website will provide you with help.

http://marc-wessely.com/images/connessione-manuale-pppoe-a-larga-banda.pdf

You should find here the manuals for most of your devices, including Brother LS1717. Learn more
opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU
member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab
Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods and will depend on when your payment
clears opens in a new window or tab. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens
in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new
window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Contact the seller opens in a new window
or tab and request a postage method to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a
number less than or equal to 21. Sellers may be required to accept returns for items that are not as
described. Learn more about your rights as a buyer. opens in a new window or tab Youre covered by
the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not as described in the listing. All
Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by
Verisign. Click on ADD and type a PDF REQUEST in the open text box.. If multiple files purchased
for the same sewing machine model, they will be combined on the same CD unless requested Your
choice of the manuals INSTRUCTION MANUAL.1 PDF File. HIGHEST QUALITY CLEAR Black and
white COPY of Operating instruction for Brother LS1717, LS1817, LS2020. 80 pages. Its NOT A
REPAIR MANUAL!! This book is an Owner Operating MANUAL on how to use those sewing
machines Threading, tension adjustment, stitch selection and maintenance. In English,Spanish,
Portuguese and French.

http://marcorainelli.com/images/connex-3300-hp-manual.pdf

SERVICE MANUAL And Parts for Brother LS1717, LS1817 and LS2020. 2 PDF Files. HIGHEST
QUALITY CLEAR COPY of repair manual, 19 pages. Its NOT AN Instruction MANUAL!! This book
will not teach you how to thread your machine, you still need an operating manual. It covers
technical details, diagnostic instructions, parts replacement, cleaning and general adjustments.
Please refer to the pictures with CONTENTS for this manual. Parts book has detailed diagrams and
part numbers with the names. 15 pages, in English CDs SHIPPED TO US address ONLY.
International buyers will receive a Digital Download link for the file via email NO CD. No Returns or
Refunds are available for Digital Download files. Thank you for understanding.PLEASE NOTE If you
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choose a Free shipping offered in the listing, CD would be shipped by Media Mail and eBay
estimated delivery time is incorrect for some reason it is the same as for the First class mail and
according to USPS Media mail can take up to 15 days to be delivered. Items are generally shipped
next business day after payment is cleared. All shipments are automatically insured and I guarantee
your package will arrive or I will reship it at my cost. The only exception is if your delivery
confirmation showsit is delivered. In this case, USPS probably made a wrong delivery and I cannot
be held responsible for that. You are the light of the world. Saying no will not stop you from seeing
Etsy ads, but it may make them less relevant or more repetitive.Please update to the latest version.
Both registration and sign in support using google and facebook accounts. Escape will close this
window.Etsy may send you communications; you may change your preferences in your account
settings.

Learn more Some topics included in the table of contents that this manual covers are learning
machine parts and accessories; operating your machine such as inserting needles and changing
presser feet; using various controls such as the stitch length dial and needle position selector;
threading the machine; stitches and techniques; using attachments and applications; machine
maintenance; troubleshooting; and more. If you own a Brother LS1717, LS1817 or LS2020 and need
a replacement instruction handbook manual, this a MUST HAVE item at a very reasonable cost. US
buyers pay USPS First Class, Media Mail or Priority Mail shipping. I do combined shipping to please
take the opportunity to look in my shop for more sewing related items. Check out my other items! If
you are wanting to purchase multiple items from my shop, please let me know so I can create a
custom listing for you for the items you are wanting with combined shipping. Yes, I ship worldwide.
International buyers pay USPS First Class Mail International based on country. I do combined
shipping to please take the opportunity to look in my shop for more sewing related items. Check out
my other items! If you are wanting to purchase multiple items from my shop, please let me know so I
can create a custom listing for you for the items you are wanting with combined shipping to your
country. This manual is available in.pdf format and can be emailed to you with FREE shipping. If you
would like to have the manual in.pdf format, please email me and I will create a custom listing so
you can purchase with the FREE shipping option. Your manual will be emailed to you shortly after
payment is received.Please try again. I absolutely love it. Cant wait for my granddaughter to be born
so she can enjoy it also! The quilt is beautifully made. Thank you so much DiansOzarkQuilts!It fits
her toddler bed almost perfectly. It’s the kind of piece you hope is passed down one day.Etsy is
great!

www.nandomoraes.com.br/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/16273dca31
1942---brm-field-manual.pdf

Etsy shops never receive your credit card information.Im not responsible for delays due to
customs.We suggest contacting the seller directly to respectfully share your concerns. Please Log in
to subscribe.Register to confirm your address. Completing the application during checkout will tell
you how much credit Synchrony Financial will extend to you. You are not charged until you place an
order with SewingMachinesPlus.com. We will honor our 100% Guaranteed Price Match for up to 30
days after your purchase by giving you an instore credit for the difference in price. We are so
confident you will love your purchase we have extended our money back guarantee from 30 days to
60 days. Orders placed on Friday after 3pm, Saturday, or Sunday are processed on Monday.
Processing and shipping does not take place on weekends or holidays. Most orders are processed
and shipped same day. Orders placed on Friday after 3pm, Saturday, or Sunday are processed on
Monday. Orders being shipped to Hawaii, Alaska, Canada, APOs, FPOs and DPOs are not eligible for
free shipping. Also, the free shipping policy does not apply to large or heavy items that require
special shipping methods such as assembled industrial sewing machines and some sewing cabinets.
Email us here. Not to be combined with certain finance specials or other discounts. Were happy to

http://dag.ru/www.nandomoraes.com.br/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/16273dca311942---brm-field-manual.pdf
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help. Please use the box above to search for any other information.Push the latch levers into the
sewing position. Remove the retaining ring. If you encounter any accumulated lint and thread with
the notch up. Replace the bobbin cace. See A.. Turn the balance wheel to raise the needle, then
remove the fabric.Do not unplug by the manufacturer as threading the needle, changing the needle,
threading the bobbin, or changing the presser foot. Special care is intended for its intended use the
proper needle.mentioned in this manual. Switch the sewing machine to break. Always unplug this
sewing machine only for household use by or near children.

Use this sewing machine from all instructions before cleaning. Never operate the sewing machine
with same type rated 15 watts. BUTTONHOLE AND BUTTON SEWING Buttonhole Sewing.36 Button
Sewing.40 USING ATTACHMENTS AND APPLICATIONSCette machine TwinNeedle Sewing. Your
sewing machine is inserted. See note. The flat side of thread for decorative stitches. Place the
second spool of the machine. INSERTING THE TWIN NEEDLE Insert the twin needle in fig. Be sure
that a single needle is. Cotton. Lower thread is incorrect.No wNo w. No. No w. Damaged or Worn
needle is incorrect. CONTENTSInsufficient oiling. w Page 6. Let the feed dogs move the fabric.
NoNo wSwitch the sewing machine to the off, then remove plug from the electrical outlet
immediately after using and.before cleaning. This sewing machine is used by pulling on the cord.
Replace bulb with any other. No M. M Page 23 No. No. Needle is too tight. Performance Checklist.
Whenever sewing difficulties are encountered, review the section in.the shuttle hook. M Page 16 No
M. Lower threading is incorrectly inserted. If the problem continues,. How do I thread th. Posted by
Scampbellsoup79 6 years ago Brother International LS2125i Basic Sewing And Mending Machine
Answers Setting The Timing On An Ls1717 The top thread on my Brother LS1717 will not pick up
the bobbin thread. I have cleaned and oiled th. Posted by jerralyng 6 years ago Brother International
LS1717 Answers How To Thread Sewing Machine Brother 2125 Posted by morsiLi 6 years ago
Brother International LS 2125 Sewing Machine 25 Stitch Function Answers Brother Ls 2000 Sewing
Machine Price I Want To Know Above Sewing Machine Price In Indian Rupees,please Anser Me
Imediately Posted by iladave84503 6 years ago Brother International LX3125 Answers It only shows
3 ohms of resistance. Could this cause it to shut my stereo off. Just sits beside machine or you can
mount to table. Just sits beside machine or you can mount to table.

Aluminum Quick Winding Make your sewing experience more pleasant by having extra bobbin when
sewing large projects or using different colors. You will get the White owner manual s. My thread
keeps jamming and the thread is lose on the fabric. Also I have these dials on the front and I cant
figure out what they are used for I cant seem to get it to sew a straight stitch. How do I do that I
looked up your manual for Yes I used the scroll on the side but it still didnt work. Im using a Brother
LS 1717. I asked people and they said the same. Answer questions, earn points and help others.
Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment.
For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU
member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab
Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Learn More opens in a new window or tab
Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More
opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn more See the sellers
listing for full details. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method
to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to 3. All
Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by
Verisign. Brother International site. To protect our site from spammers you will need to verify you
are not a robot below in order toInsert the retaining ring with the notch up. Push the latch.If the
problem continues, the following checklist may help you to improve the operation. If you still have
difficulties, contact your nearest service.



Wrong needle is used. w Page 6. Spool of thread is not correctly installed.Lower threading is not
correct. w Page 15.Race Cleaning.55 Spool Installing.16 Steadying the Machine.SEWINGIf the
problem continues, the following checklist may help you to improve the operation. If you still have
difficulties, contact your nearest service.needle is used. M Page 6. No M. Spool of thread is not
correctly installed. M Page 16 No M. Lower threading is not correct. M Page 15I have cleaned and
oiled th. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy.Learn why people trust wikiHow To create
this article, volunteer authors worked to edit and improve it over time.Nonetheless, you need to
follow the threading instructions carefully before you can use the machine to sew a project.If it
doesnt, you may need to change the way it sits on the spool pin, It should pass over the left side of
the disc, then cross back over toward the front of the machine. Bring the end of the thread tail up
through the hole in the bobbin.Hold the tail of the thread and lightly press on the foot controller.
Allow the thread to wrap around the bobbin several times, then remove your foot from the
controller.Press the foot controller again and allow the bobbin to wind more rapidly. Continue
winding until the bobbin is full.You should be able to remove the bobbin by lifting it straight off.
Turn the balance wheel at the right side of the machine until the thread takeup lever in the left front
channel reaches its highest position.Do not turn the wheel away from you. Place the spool of thread
on the spool pin at the top of the machine.Wrap the thread behind and around the thread tension
dial in between the two front channels.Make sure that it picks up the check spring to the left of this
dial before continuing. Pull the thread up through the left channel, over and through the hook of the
takeup lever, then back down the left channel on the other side of the lever.

Afterward, it should come back down to the left side of that lever. Draw the thread down toward the
needle, then slip it into the final thread guide just above the needle itself.Slip the thread into the
opening of that bar, sliding it into the slot until it reaches the inside bend. Draw the thread through
the needle, working from front to back.Position this tail so that it sits to the back of the machine. Do
not turn it away from you. Open the shuttle cover and lift the bobbin case out of the machine by
pulling on the bobbin case latch.You should feel the case loosen from within the machine. Continue
pulling the latch toward you to remove the case from the machine completely. Slide the bobbin into
the bobbin case and slip the bobbin thread tail through the slot in the case.This is the tail of thread
youll need to work with in this step. Hold the bobbin so that thread appears to wrap around in a
clockwise rotation. Hold the bobbin case by its latch again, then insert it back into the machine.
Release the latch after the bobbin case locks in place.Turn the balance wheel at the right side of the
machine, moving it toward you a counterclockwise rotation.Pull on both threads separately until you
have a 6inch 15cm tail of each. Position both tails so that they extend out toward the back of the
machine.If everything was done correctly, the machine is now threaded and should be ready to
use.You can turn it until it is all the way loose, then put the needle in and tighten it. When it does,
however, it can be a very fine adjustment. I highly recommend that you watch a few tutorials on
YouTube for determining if it is upper or lower thread that needs adjustment and how to go about
the micro adjustments to get them properly balanced. You have a tension knob on your machine
which you thread through and there is an adjuster on your bobbin case, but be wary of any big
adjustments.

A service center can also do this for you in the course of a regular service if you choose to go that
route, just be sure to tell them the tension is off.Turn the knob to loosen the needle and it should fall
out. Pop in a new needle, tighten the knob, and youre done.It has worked well for me.To create this
article, volunteer authors worked to edit and improve it over time. This article has been viewed
76,168 times.Then, pull the thread across the top of the machine and into the right front channel.
Once you’ve guided the thread into the channel, wrap the thread around the tension discs found
between the 2 front channels. From there, guide the thread around the takeup lever and hook it into
the final thread guide. Finally, thread the eye of the needle, leaving a 2 to 5 inch tail. For help with
loading and drawing up the bobbin thread, read on! By continuing to use our site, you agree to our



cookie policy. Please help us continue to provide you with our trusted howto guides and videos for
free by whitelisting wikiHow on your ad blocker. If you really can’t stand to see another ad again,
then please consider supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. And by having access to
our ebooks online or by storing it on your computer, you have convenient answers with Brother Ls
1217 Sewing Machine Manual. To get started finding Brother Ls 1217 Sewing Machine Manual, you
are right to find our website which has a comprehensive collection of manuals listed. Our library is
the biggest of these that have literally hundreds of thousands of different products represented. I get
my most wanted eBook Many thanks If there is a survey it only takes 5 minutes, try any survey
which works for you. Ask your question here. Provide a clear and comprehensive description of the
issue and your question. The more detail you provide for your issue and question, the easier it will
be for other Brother LS1717 owners to properly answer your question.

Ask a question About the Brother LS1717 This manual comes under the category Sewing machines
and has been rated by 1 people with an average of a 6.2. This manual is available in the following
languages English, French, Spanish, Portuguese. Do you have a question about the Brother LS1717
or do you need help. Ask your question here Brother LS1717 specifications Brand With a thick fabric
you should use a thick needle. The packaging of your needle states for which substances your needle
is suitable.ManualSearcher.com ensures that you will find the manual you are looking for in no time.
Our database contains more than 1 million PDF manuals from more than 10,000 brands. Every day
we add the latest manuals so that you will always find the product you are looking for. Its very
simple just type the brand name and the type of product in the search bar and you can instantly view
the manual of your choice online for free. ManualSearcher. com If you continue to use this site we
will assume that you are happy with it. Read more Ok. You may find documents other than justI have
cleaned and oiled th.We keep our list of direct Brother International LS1717 driver and firmware
links uptodate so they are easy to find when you need them. KBB bases their values on actual
transactions and adjusts them as market conditions change. Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep, Ram, Mopar and
SRT are registered trademarks of FCA US LLC. ALFA ROMEO and FIAT are registered trademarks
of FCA Group Marketing S.p.A., used with permission. Starting at price refers to the base model,
optional equipment not included. A more expensive model may be shown. Pricing and offers may
change at any time without notification. To get full pricing details, see your dealer. FCA strives to
ensure that its website is accessible to individuals with disabilities. Should you encounter an issue
accessing any content on www.jeep.com, please email our Customer Service Team or call
1877IAMJEEP, for further assistance or to report a problem.


